
Class Supply List for The Zippy Clutch
Thursday, January 27, 2022           Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich

Amy Lynne, the designer of this sewing pattern, The Zippy Clutch, describes
her project as the perfect, fun, and quick sew to create and sell or to give for
gifts.  The combinations of fabrics, cork,  vinyl, leather, cotton  or home dec
fabrics are limitless. You’ll have a hard time making just one!

The front vertical zippered pocket is actually the entire front, both sides of
the zip. You can easily slip a phone into the larger 5″ by 7″ side. The
designer’s phone is 3½” by 6½” and it fits great. On the smaller side she fits
a chap-stick, folded money, lipstick, etc. Finished size 6-½” tall by 10” wide.

Supplies:
Pattern: The Zippy Clutch by Amy Lynne Designs Find it on Etsy
https://www.etsy.com/listing/725884700/the-zippy-clutch-pdf-patter
n-with-video
Download the pattern and print out the instructions and pattern pieces.
Print the instructions on copy paper and print the pattern pieces on
cardstock.  Or, print the pattern pieces on copy pattern and using a spray
adhesive glue pattern pieces on file folders.  Then cut the pattern.
Note:  You only need to print pattern pieces D, E, F G.  It is not necessary to
print pattern pieces A, B, C or H.
Fabric:
1/3 yard for exterior - use quality cotton or a home dec fabric
(allow more fabric if fusing cutting a design)
½ yard for lining - use quality cotton
Interfacing:
½ yard of Shapeflex - Pellon SF101 - for lining.  Bernina has it.
Wovenfuse 1 or 2 will be used for the exterior pieces.  If you have
Wovenfuse 1 or 2 bring about ½ yard.  If you don’t have this product, I
can provide.
Decovil light can also be used for the exterior pieces.  You will need a
piece 15” x 12”  If you do not have Decovil light, you can find it at
Bernina.

https://www.etsy.com/listing/725884700/the-zippy-clutch-pdf-pattern-with-video
https://www.etsy.com/listing/725884700/the-zippy-clutch-pdf-pattern-with-video


Cork: One piece (9 x 15)  You could substitute vinyl.   If you do not have
cork, I can provide the pictured cork below.  There is no charge.

Zippers:
#5 zipper or zipper tape that is  at least 12” long with one zipper pull
#3 zipper or zipper tape that is at least 8” long with one zipper pull
Note: #5 zipper teeth is 5mm wide and the tape is 1-¼”wide.
#3 zipper teeth is 3mm wide and the tape is 1” wide



A good source for zipper tape and zipper pulls:
www.myhandmadespace.com
They have matching #5 and #3 zippers.
Optional wrist strap: you need one ⅝” swivel hook
Other Supplies:
Double side adhesive tape.  Get a medium strength tape that is
repositionable.
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01AX8DDB6

or
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B075897BP4
Wonder clips
Marking pens
Spray starch
Sharp scissors
Rotary cutter and mat
Rulers  - 2.5 x 12, 1.5 x 6 or other small sizes.  12” square is helpful.
All other miscellaneous supplies
Presser feet: a ¼” presser foot and a zipper foot.
If you have a teflon foot, bring that.

IMPORTANT NOTE:  We will do all the cutting and fusing in class.
Please come with your exterior fabric and lining fabric pressed using
spray starch.  Pattern pieces D, E, F and G should be cut and ready to go.
A polyester thread like Mettler is fine.  Have your machine threaded and
wind a full bobbin.

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine

Please contact me with any questions - Mary Stipanovich 850-545-2586
sydais214@gmail.com
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